SMOOTHING OUT THE ROUGH SPOTS.

MOR/RYDE® PIN BOX SYSTEM
MAKING TOWING SO SMOOTH, YOU MAY FORGET YOU’RE TOWING.
MOR/ryde’s revolutionary new Pin Box System redefines the experience of towing a fifth wheel. For years, drivers have grown accustomed to the harsh, jerky back-and-forth motion that comes with towing a fifth wheel. The strain it puts on the driver, the truck and the fifth wheel have simply been accepted as part of the towing experience.

That’s where MOR/ryde’s Pin Box System enters the picture. Install one and forget about that harsh, jerky chucking action. Forget about excessive wear and tear on your RV and truck. And forget about added strain on the driver. Our Pin Box System provides:

› GREATLY REDUCED BACK-AND-FORTH CHUCKING AND JERKING
› CUSHIONED SENSATION OVER UNEVEN ROAD CONDITIONS
› JERK-FREE STARTS AND STOPS
› SMOOTHER, MORE COMFORTABLE IN-CAB RIDE

To make things even smoother for you, our new Pin Box System is available for installation in the aftermarket—or can be ordered from select manufacturer’s on new units—and installs in an hour on most fifth wheels.

For more details, visit our website or call 574-293-1581.

*Patent Pending
LESS JOLTS MEANS LESS WEAR AND TEAR ON YOUR TRAILER AND TOW VEHICLE.

OUR EXCLUSIVE SPRING DESIGN ABSORBS SHOCK TO YOUR TRUCK FOR STRESS-FREE AND MORE COMFORTABLE TOWING.

REDUCED CHUCKING AND JERKING MOTION CAN ACTUALLY TAKE THE HARSHNESS AWAY FROM TOWING.

SMOOTHING OUT THE ROUGH SPOTS.
MOR/ryde® offers lots of smooth solutions to rough roads

The entire MOR/ryde product line can be summed up in a single word – smooth. In addition to our Pin Box System, we offer a variety of other RV solutions for smoother towing, smoother riding and smoother braking. We also provide expert advice and professional installation. No matter how challenging the roads may get, you can count on MOR/ryde for smoothing out the rough spots.

› TRAILER SUSPENSION UPGRADES
MOR/ryde Suspension Systems provide maximum towing smoothness and better protection of the trailer from damaging road shock. Available for most travel trailers and fifth wheels, they feature our advanced rubber shear spring technology.

› TOW VEHICLE UPGRADES
The MOR/ryde Rubber Leaf System makes the truck ride smoother, whether you are towing a trailer or riding empty. It’s the definitive solution for rough-riding trucks.

› TRAILER BRAKE UPGRADES
For enhanced peace of mind, turn to MOR/ryde for a complete line of trailer brakes. You can upgrade to disc brakes for maximum braking performance or have larger electric brakes installed. Sealed cartridge bearings, which eliminate the need for annual bearing maintenance, are also available for both electric and disc brake systems.

TO VIEW ANIMATIONS OF OUR PRODUCTS IN ACTION, PLEASE VISIT WWW.MORRYDE.COM

SMOOTHING OUT THE ROUGH SPOTS.